
 

 

Who Really Cares? 

For decades, we have seen public policy 

decisions dictated by lobbyists, special interest 

groups, unions, and a lot of small groups of 

people with extraordinarily loud voices.  Like 

many of you, we sat in our chairs, did nothing, 

and just complained about what was going on.  

But you can see how times have changed.  

Ordinary citizens, not beholden to anyone or a 

specific group, finally stood up and roared 

“ENOUGH!”  This is the mood that has swept 

the entire nation.  But the more I think about it, 

“Is this a good thing?”  I was asked that 

question Friday night.   

A woman came up and asked me, “Why do I hate the schools and teachers?” – “Why do I think about my 

wallet more than the students?” – “Why do I only focus on the negatives?”  After composing myself and 

taking a small sip of my “adult beverage,” I answered: 

 

• I respect the job the teachers are doing – it’s not an easy one.  Why do you think we’ve been calling 

attention to -- and demanding better -- student behavior?  WE WANT ALL OF OUR KIDS TO 

LEARN AND SUCCEED.  We want to make the teachers’ jobs easier!  We’re not going to hide our 

heads in the sand and pretend that there aren’t problems just to make us feel good about ourselves.  We 

need to address the problems that are afflicting our district, like so many others. 

 

• We realize that most children do succeed in our schools -- but far too many don’t – and that is 

unacceptable.  We’re demanding greater accountability from the administration, staff, students, and 

parents for higher test scores.  If they can’t compete in the real world, they will fail – that is reality.  

Simply inflating our grading system to make them look good is a disservice to everyone – especially 

our students.  We need to demand that every student that graduates from our schools has a path to 

success. 

 

• We will need to eventually build new schools or perform major renovations on the ones we have.  This 

would not happen on the path we were on.  The major tax increases endured over the past three years 

killed any citizen ambition to pass a meaningful referendum.  That’s why we have chosen to promote 

fiscal responsibility for our district.  Use unexpected funds and government grants to pay off debt 

service, rebuild the Fund Balance, and to finance critical maintenance needs.  Those options make 

long-term financial sense.  Showing the public that you can hold the line on spending will open up a 

path to improving our infrastructure. 

 

• We are average citizens – many, no longer with school-age children – but we’re fighting to make them 

better.  I’m surprised more parents aren’t upset with the current path our schools are on…or maybe 

they’re just being silenced by a more vocal crowd.  They’re the ones with a vested interest in the 

success of our schools!  They should be fighting for their children’s future! 

 

• When I asked her what she would have done with the unexpected state and federal funds we received, 

she responded simply – “More teachers and raises!”    

 

I left the conversation by asking one simple question – “Who really cares more about the success of our 

schools?”  Us or them? 


